
 

 

FROM SUN 15 
 
For the people of Kostroma and especially my 

friends here, while looking at a study by Sergei 

Rumyantsev and a photo of Nadya Belikh with 

her grandsons, Alyosha and Mitya. 
 

And Paradise?  I found it here. 

And what is Paradise?  My father 

told the story of how, when people 

died, they went to heaven or to hell, 

but, in either place, their problem was 

they couldn’t bend their elbows and 

hence couldn’t feed themselves. 

The people in hell starved, he said. 

But in heaven they figured out that  

they could feed each other.  So my 

Paradise is like that, and my soul 

is as happy as an empty boat, 

bumping against the bank, waiting 

for the next good thing that Life 

here has in store. 

  In the ancient city 

of Kostroma my soul is overflowing 

and not only with happiness. 

In the painting the boat is empty. 

An approaching storm clouds the 

water and ruffles the hair of the 

trees on the opposite bank.  But I 

know that soon the boat will 

have its passengers again, just 

as I, from time to time, have my 

visitors. 

 You see, I feel like a forest 

creature living alone in my tree 

stump.  Not many people do live 

alone here.  Three generations often 

share the same apartment.  Every 

day the other creatures and I come 

out of our tree stumps.  We carry 

our bags to the market.  Sometimes 

we ride the forest trolley, packed 

in tight like honey crowded into 

the comb.  In the market we buy 

a wedge of delicately flavored 

Kostroma cheese or some butter 

so fresh that you think it came  

from the cow only yesterday, 

and probably it did.  Old women 

sell carrots, potatoes, beets, and 

parsley they grew themselves. 

They line the carrots up on the 

table so everyone can see just 

how many carrots are in a 

kilogram.  The parsley they wrap 

in a little bit of newspaper or in 

an old book from Soviet times. 

I always buy more than I can 

easily carry home.  I can never 

decide which pears or apples, 

oranges or bananas to buy, so 

I do it whimsically.  I feel like 

a squirrel who has been out 

gathering the nuts the wind shook 

loose in the night when I arrive 

home with all my trophies.  Then 

I go out again for hot bread, 

fresh milk, kefir, and sour 

cream ladled from a bucket  

into my clean jar.  The cheese 

and fruit, bread and sour 

cream are for my guests. 

There’s company coming tomorrow. 

And as we talk and eat and 

laugh, feeding each other as we 

do in Paradise, our souls grow 

heavy with words that say just 

what we mean, just what we 

feel, and with the look of loved 

faces, just as in photos that 

hold fast some moment: a  

day midsummer when the  

grandmother stopped her work 

to pick flowers with the children, 

two boys, one blonde, one dark, 

squinting at the sun, lying on the  

grass and leaning comfortably near 

the body of the woman who held 

the red pail while they ran this way 

and that to pluck daisies and other 

wild grass flowers.  Behind them 

the Russian forest, as always, 

gives its blessing.  It’s never 



 

 

that far away in Paradise. 

Here, when we feed each other, 

we all hum with happiness, 

as if we were carrying buckets 

and buckets of honey but felt 

no weight.  We can’t sleep for 

happiness when our guests  

have gone home. 

  A Paradise 

without work?  No, in this paradise 

we’re all working, and sometimes 

we wish life were easier, that 

we could buy more and better 

meat, have sour cream more often, 

and not just when guests come. 

The children are sick, some of the 

food we saved for the winter 

has spoiled, and it’s not even 

winter yet.  And winter does 

come in Paradise.  We put on our 

furs early this year.  The November  

wind has a piercing bite.  We get out 

our fur hats and go to hear Beethoven 

played in the Philharmonia Hall. 

Nevermind that the North Wind is 

blowing in snow that feels like 

needles when it hits the face.  We 

will leave our coats at the desk 

and hear our musicians tune up 

for a night of forest wonder.  For 

music is the language of the heart, 

and when we all play from the heart, 

we find the path to Beethoven’s 

tree stump.  And his passion comes 

alive again in the air; then everything 

else is forgotten.  We may be lying 

in a boat on a placid pond or  

clinging to a lower limb of an 

elder oak, but we don’t know 

for some minutes where we are. 

We’re in the music and inside 

the fingers of the musicians and 

in the strings and lost from ourselves, 

lost, happily lost, in our own souls. 

 And you think that such a place 

is easy to get to, easy to find? 

Oh, no, not at all.  It’s, in the first 

place, guarded by an angel with a 

sword in his hand.  If he moves 

the sword even a little, a flame 

runs along its edge.  And all who 

fear for their own safety turn back. 

That flame scares them more than 

the sword itself and much more 

than the angel, who has guarded 

his post so long that he can do it 

in his sleep or while he reads the  

newspaper.  Only the brave in heart, 

who love more than they fear, 

may enter this forest and live 

as simple creatures do live in 

their cozy bungalows.  The angel 

is wiser than he knows.  His 

heart’s understanding runs in 

his veins.  He doesn’t have to 

explain anything to himself or  

to you.  But you can expect him, 

on your fourth morning in  

Paradise, to show up with a sack 

of new-dug potatoes from his garden. 

 

By Judy Hogan, written in Kostroma, 

November, 1995, and read on the occasion 

of the 20-Year Anniversary of the Sister 

Cities relationship between Durham, N.C., 

and Kostroma, Russia, November 15, 2009. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

From Sun poems written in Russia 1995 

 

From Sun 12 
  Looking at Vera Belikh’s study of the Krukov Canal 

 

Vera finds blue water and gold spires 

in St. Petersburg; a red maple leaf, 

the only thing alive in the necropolis. 

She takes my arm, and we walk 

to see the graves, the sculptures 

of the famous Russian dead: Dostoevsky, 

Tchaikovsky, Andreev, Borodin, 

Mousorgsky, Pavlov, Lenin’s mother, 

monks killed just after the Revolution. 

Some sculptures are missing.  We 

don’t know who sleeps where there 

was once a face, a name, dates, what 

they were famous for.  Passions run high 

in Russian graveyards.  I am relieved 

that Dostoevsky stands, that a favorite 

epigram of his is still legible on 

his tomb.  Vera translates and 

holds an acorn in her palm: “The seed 

must die for the plant to live again.” 

I understand.  Life renews itself by 

accepting death.  I know that Vera does, 

and it is why she can be cheerful 

in a gloomy city, serene in the necropolis. 

The dead are her friends.  I think she 

knows that one day she will be here 

among them.  Painters.  Here lies 

one of the sister Lyuba’s teachers; 

dancers; film stars; scholars; 

scientists.  Socrates’ wish come true. 

He can speak with all the great 

thinkers in the afterlife. 

    Galya 

wanted to know if I believed in 

the afterlife.  I said I didn’t know 

about the afterlife, but that this  

life gave us our main chance: 

to live well, to become the best 

people we could, to learn what life 

is, to grow wise and ready for 

the next life, if there is one.  She 

misses Andrei.  So do I. But Andrei 



 

 

lives with me.  I translate his 

poetry and learn how his mind 

worked, though I learned from 

his presence, too; his silences 

and jokes; his acts and his 

words: “my most unusual friend,” 

he called me.  I learn from 

his wife’s eagerness to talk to me. 

I think that Andrei, too, lived  

ready to die.  We must do his  

work now, since his chance is 

gone. 

 But it is Vera who teaches me 

how to live in Russia, how to find 

red leaves and gold spires, and quiet 

blue water reflecting sun-warmed, 

reddish stone.  It is Vera who 

walks so firmly, as light on her 

feet as a dancer.  The escalator 

descends deep under the earth.  I 

hold the hand rail tightly, prefer 

not to look down.  She steps in 

front of me, turns around, is as 

at ease as if we were able to stand 

on fluffy clouds and not fall. 

She brings me soup and bread, 

tea and cookies she has made. 

Her boys skip in carrying plates 

and teacups.  Her husband listens 

intently as I explain something in 

Russian.  There living room is 

crowded with Vera’s paintings. 

Wall to wall books and then, resting  

against them, still lifes, scenes of 

St. Petersburg.  The buildings are old 

and grey, in need of paint and repairs; 

the sidewalk and the street are broken. 

I do not walk surefootedly.  But 

Vera takes my arm and points out 

a building where Akhmatova and her 

poet friends gathered; where Nastasia 

lived, she whose passions and pride 

dominated The Idiot. We pass  

Dostoevsky’s home.  “He liked to look out 

the window at the church spires,” she says. 

I have seen the gold statues at 



 

 

Petergoff, standing in and near the 

great fountains, and the gold in the 

Peter and Paul Cathedral, overwhelming 

to the eye.  But in Vera’s vision 

of St. Petersburg is the real gold. 

The blue of the living water, the gold 

of a life lived simply, cheerfully, well, 

with an eye always open to the only 

red maple leaf that lies among 

the stones of the dead. 

 

From Sun 16      

 November 12, 1995 
 

    For Aleksei Belikh 

 
 The only reason for the existence of the novel is that it does attempt to represent life... the analogy 

between the art of the painter and the art of the novelist is, so far as I am able to see, complete.  Their 

inspiration is the same, their process (allowing for the different quality of the vehicle) is the same, their 

success is the same.  They may learn from each other, they may explain and sustain each other.  Their 

cause is the same, and the honour of the one is the honour of another...as the picture is reality, so the 

novel is history.– “The Art of Fiction,” Henry James. 

 

The first beautiful snow and I’m 

wearing my zhiletka.  A zhiletka is 

a waistcoat and mine is lined with 

fur.  In this winter world everyone 

wears fur.  I, too.  This zhiletka 

warmed a painter when his studio 

was cold.  It leaves the arms free 

for painting, for writing.  Henry 

James says that the painter and 

the writer “may learn from each 

other; they may explain and 

sustain each other.  Their cause  

is the same and the honour of one 

is the honour of another.”  And 

a painter who lives in Russia, 

fifteen years older and wiser  

about the ways of art, may give 

a writer, also growing old and 

enduring Russian winter for the 

first time, a fur-lined waistcoat. 

When she wears it, it hugs her. 

She feels the warmth of his affection. 

She thinks of the painter Chestnyakov, 

whose jacket the museum wanted 



 

 

to buy after he died, but 

an old peasant woman wouldn’t 

surrender it.  She said that when 

she felt sick, it healed her; when 

she was sad and held the jacket 

in her hands, it comforted her. 

I will never surrender my zhiletka. 

I’ve never seen Aleksei painting. 

But some studies I love he says 

he did in five-ten minutes.  I’ve 

seen his large canvases; watched 

how he moves them quickly 

around.  He writes fast (how I 

used to labor over his handwriting 

until I knew all his letters by 

heart); he talks fast (soon I’ll know 

all his words, too; his long sentences; 

his enthusiastic paragraphs; but 

now Nadya explains slowly, in 

simple words, while he waits). 

So I imagine the energy with 

which his arms and hands move 

as he paints.  He can catch a 

sunset as it flees the sky, before 

the reds turn black, or a holy 

moment when dense fog hangs  

just over the tops of the trees. 

When I saw this painting, I gasped, 

and he said, before I knew what 

I felt, “It’s yours.”  I kept looking 

at it and the small one of the sunset. 

I kept loving them more.  Then he 

offered to give me the waistcoat 

I’d worn as the evening came on 

and the room grew colder.  “But you 

need it to paint!” I said.  “I have  

another,” he answered.  So I wore 

the zhiletka home.  The fur protects me 

from the wind and keeps my heart 

from getting cold.  It helps me wait 

for what I miss: the voices and 

laughter of my friends, my children,  

and grandchildren, and these two 

new studies, of a sunset and of a 

forest beset by fog.  My eyes 

long to see them, but he kept them. 



 

 

He wanted to make copies.  He also 

loves them.  In America we usually   

give what we don’t need.  In Russia 

they usually give me what they love. 

In this way a zhiletka has become  

my life jacket for Russian winter;  

it’s my immortality suit.  Aleksei 

already knows his work will be loved 

into future time.  The zhiletka helps 

me believe my words will last 

down the generations.  The snow falls 

again.  It lies quietly along all the 

little branches of the raggedy trees 

outside my window.  I never saw 

ugly trees before, but these weren’t 

beautiful until today.  Snow splotches 

their dark, upward-reaching limbs 

so that they attain the grace of a  

summer birch.  Even the last few 

tattered yellow leaves, quivering as 

the light snow falls, tiptoe delicately 

onto winter’s stage.  The landscape 

is being choreographed.  More snow 

will fall.  The Volga will freeze, and 

I will wear my zhiletka everywhere 

and feel loved. 

 

*** 

 

From Sun 17 
    For Lyuba Belikh, painter 

 
 ... what happens when a new work of art is created is something that happens simultaneously to 

all the works of art which preceded it.  The existing monuments form an ideal order among themselves, 

which is modified by the introduction of the new (the really new) work of art among them.  The existing 

order is complete before the new work arrives; for order to persist after the supervention of novelty, the 

whole existing order must be, if ever so slightly, altered; and so the relations, proportions, values of each 

work of art toward the whole are readjusted. –T.S. Eliot, “Tradition and the Individual Talent.” 

 

“Tell me what you think.  Be my critic.”   

My English words, much less my  

Russian words, fail me.  But I should  

have said, “Lyuba, you are a great painter. 

Your best paintings have the fire of  

genius in them.  It isn’t just a woman, 

your sister, standing at the edge of the 

forest, it’s your vision of a young Russian 



 

 

woman who has begun to feel the 

weight of the years she has lived 

as a mother, as thoughtful human 

being.  Her beauty is the beauty of a 

twenty-year-old, but her eyes and 

the set of her face show how old 

she feels inside sometimes, how 

worried, how tired.  She could be 

Demeter, knowing she has just 

released spring among the dark 

shapes of the trees behind her. 

Yet, if so, she’s a Russian Demeter 

and she already knows the grief 

that lets winter out of hiding early 

better than the Greek Demeter did. 

I can tell that she has power, both in 

her mind and in her body.  That she 

influences those around her.  It is not 

only the woods and wild places that feel 

her loving attention.  She will suffer 

as all women suffer, but she won’t 

fail to do what she knows in her 

heart she must.  All this I read in 

her face and, yes, in the way you 

have made her a rich bloom in reds, 

pinks, and black, that the forest bore  

and then thrust out into the open. 

She tells me that life is hard, but that 

she’s glad to be alive.  All this, Lyuba, 

I read because your fingers know how  

to make the brushes give to the 

canvas your vision of your sister, 

your friend, your muse. 

   Then I look 

at the card you gave me of a sleeping 

nude.  I see a sleeping goddess–no, 

a woman.  A normal woman’s body, 

her breasts large because she feeds 

young, her sleep deep and peaceful, 

her limbs, half-turned, at ease on her 

white sheet, her white pillow.  This 

vision of whiteness in a dark room.   

Everything so white and so perfect 

in its sensual beauty that it is hard 

to look.  Even holding a postcard, 

one feels one may disturb her.  This 



 

 

is a woman who has known sensual 

love and whose body knows she 

will again.  But she is not thinking– 

dreaming, rather–of that.  She simply 

rests, ready for whatever will come 

next.  Like a cat, able to rest when  

she is safe, and able to wake, fully 

alert and ready, when danger threatens. 

Yet her sleep, though the sleep of 

the living, might last eternally; she 

enters the world of art, of nudes.   

She rearranges all the others.  She 

joins a company of beautiful women 

we have seen before.  She is connected 

to them all, part of them all, but 

she is new, and now we will see them 

differently, too.  I’ll never see a 

nude woman again, in life or in art,  

without thinking of this one, alive  

and breathing, yet as white as marble, 

as still as death.  Yet she is deathless,  

in her repose, in her sensual aliveness, 

in the faintest pink tints that define 

the shadows of her breasts, the rounded 

places of her stomach, her belly, her 

thighs, her knees.  She is perfect. 

She is every woman.  She teaches me 

my own body, to love it better and  

enjoy it more, to rest as confidently 

when I sleep. 

  What do I think?  I think 

that in your mind visions come and go 

easily, attaching themselves to children’s 

faces–loved children–or to a winter 

landscape–white in its stillness, its 

hoarfrost: every tree bears its ice fruit; 

or to two cathedrals that once rose  

lofty on the bank of the Volga, 

announcing the ancient city of Kostroma,  

within the walls of its old fortress. 

You studied an old brown and white  

photo and painted these cathedrals  

with their gold cupolas rising winged 

into the air.  I’ve walked on that land,  

where there is nothing now.  But I, 

too, have seen that vision, centuries 



 

 

old, when gold was still holy, when 

the churches were still sacred, and 

greeted the traveler arriving by Volga 

in Kostroma.  In my mind’s eye I’ve 

been in that Kostroma.  You changed 

how I’ll see the city when I remember 

it.  Not only the Ipatievsky but the 

city center once had ground so sacred  

that the whole city still rings with its 

absence. 

 How are you, an ordinary  

mortal, to continue?  Just continue.   

Dream your inner visions when they 

happily attach themselves to living 

people, living landscapes, history 

that still lives in the soul of the 

Russian people; then paint. 

    The oils  

and the brushes are helpless before 

your eye, Lyuba.  Your eye knows 

everything it must do.  Don’t be 

afraid of your greatness or how it 

affects people.  It scares them  

sometimes, but don’t let it scare 

you.  With you it’s normal; it’s 

play, it’s like  children sculpting 

dogs and castles out of new, wet 

snow.  Live freely and deliciously, 

Lyuba, and paint.  Paint when 

your eyes fill with beauty.  We  

can’t have enough in this world. 

We need all your paintings, all 

your loves and whimsies, all your 

myths and sufferings and sense 

of history and land, and your 

knowledge–that is in your fingertips– 

of what the beautiful is.  Show us! 

 

 

 

From Sun 22 
 

(1) While looking at “Sweet Russia, 1985,” in memory of Chestnyakov.  By Nadya Belikh 

 

The dear grasses!  Tender and delicate.  The little blue 

and white field flowers, hundreds of them gathered 



 

 

in memorial on a summer day.  The sun is 

affectionate here in the summer; the nearby trees 

are like grown women, sure of themselves, patiently, 

faithfully kind, like you are, Nadya.  I sit among your 

paintings, the world you have loved in your mind’s 

eye but also in your heart of hearts.  You paint 

as you live: loving.  I hope I may one day be as 

wise, my vision as clear, my place in the newly 

green meadow as right for me, the land under 

my feet the land I love.  Why Chestnyakov, Nadya? 

He painted people, not meadows in the paintings I 

have seen.  There were no careful gatherings of 

the little blue and white field flowers.  Perhaps it’s 

the wooden table, the thick boards warped, 

worn and broken off.  He loved Russia, too, its 

villages, its village people.  He imagined a world 

where these people were all happy and had enough 

to eat.  He didn’t have to imagine them kindly. 

They already were.  The table tells me of their  

suffering and yours.  Old wood shows where it has  

sometimes had too much to bear.  But it still stands. 

It holds up your offering to the memory of 

Chestnyakov and his love. 

   I am in this meadow with 

these flowers.  I sit among these soft grasses. 

I stare at your blue gatherings.  The meadow, 

too, is faintly blue with their presence.  Blue, 

the color of serenity, of holy peace.  The forest 

surrounds this world, guards the old table, 

nods when the gatherer places on its altar 

her hymn to Russian beauty. 

 

(2) While looking at “Meadow Flowers, 1984" by Nadya Belikh 

 

Another offering to our benign universe 

stands on another old table, or maybe simply 

a board laid to make a temporary table. 

My eye wants to look at the daisies first, 

their white petals and yellow centers like suns. 

They wake up the columbine, orange and red;  

they summon the gold camomile.  They are  

the optimists.  They introduce themselves 

first.  Behind them is the blue-green meadow, 

their home.  They speak to me of love’s 

tenderness, winning always in the end over 

cruel whimsy, sardonic humor, despair. 



 

 

They open their eager faces to sun and air. 

Anyone may love them.  There is enough love 

and enough beauty to go around.  Every 

arrangement of these flowers who’ve surrendered 

their drowsy place in the meadow for this 

gift of themselves to Time and to Beauty’s 

place in that time—every arrangement is 

exactly right.  It’s impossible for flowers, 

even in Russia, to be “out of order.” 

 

(4) While looking at “Bread, 1985" by Nadya Belikh 

 

Russian bread.  No country loves its bread  

more.  Against the white linen, with its 

embroidered red flowers, you have set the wooden 

bread box, a gathering of rye stalks, tied with 

a bit of cloth, the dark loaf on a red-flowered, 

enamel plate, the little white loaves, the rolls, 

the sushki.  It’s time for tea.  The ritual eating 

of bread, plain or with jam, tea from the old 

samovar.  We are at home; this tea time is for 

family and close friends.  Wit this bread to feed  

our hearts, we may talk for hours about anything 

we like.  We may be as intimate as this bread is 

intimate with the cloth and the wooden walls 

behind it.  The other world is far away.  Maybe 

cold.  Maybe harsh.  We know it.  We live there,  

too.  But here is the safety, the reassurance that 

outlasts centuries of grief and salt: simple, 

homely, hearty bread. 

 

 
 


